
Product Table Attribute Module: The product table attribute module for Magento

2 helps the admin to create a table attribute for the products.

The table attribute allows a multi-dimensional presentation of the product data in the

form of a table. It is useful in managing multiple data entries of a single product.

The admin can also add multiple tables to the single product page.

The admin can add as many rows and columns to a product table for showing the

detailed information about the product which will display at the product page on the

front-end.

Note: 

Features

The admin can create the product table of a product for the different store views.

The admin can manage the columns of the table for different store views from

the back-end.

The admin can create a table attribute from the back-end.

This module helps to show detailed information about the product.

The product details will show in the form of the product table.

The details of the product will get visible on the product page under charts.

The value of the table is entered while creating the product.
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Creation Of Table Attribute
After the successful installation of the module, the admin can navigate through,

Stores > Product > Add New Attribute for creating a table type attribute.

For reference, please check the below image:

After clicking on “Add New Attribute,” the admin will see various options, as per

the below image:

The admin can create as many rows and columns for the table.

The admin can create the product table of a product for the different stores.

Multiple tables for a single product.



Default label-  The admin will enter the name of the attribute by which the attribute

will get identified.

Catalog Input Type for Store Owner- Here the admin has to choose Input type as

“Table,” to create a table attribute.

Values Required- If the admin makes this option as “Yes,” then they have to enter

the values in the table attribute while creating the product. Or else it is not

mandatory.

Manage Columns-

After setting all the fields, the admin needs to click on “Save Attribute” to save the

table attribute.

Assignment Of Table Attribute

Here the admin needs to enter the column values, which will display at the

front-end as per the stores.

The same column names will be visible during the product creation, where the

admin will enter values from the back-end as per the description of the product.

The admin can create multiple columns for the stores. 

Different column values can enter by the admin as per the store.



Once the table attribute gets created, then the admin needs to assign the attribute to

the attribute set.

For this, the admin needs to navigate through Stores > Configuration > Webkul >

Product Table Attribute as per the below image:

Here the admin needs to select the attribute set from the drop-down of Attribute Set

ID.

Let’s assume that the admin selects the “Default” attribute set from the drop-down

of Attribute Set ID.

Now, whenever the admin creates a table attribute, it automatically gets assigned into

the Default Attribute set.

Another method to assign the table attribute:

The admin needs to navigate through, Stores > Attribute set as per the below

image:



Now, the admin can select the attribute set in which they want to assign the table

attribute.

Let’s suppose the admin selects the Default attribute set to assign the table attribute.

Then, the admin can assign the table attribute to the Default attribute set by Drag

and Drop.

The admin will drag the table attribute from Unassigned attributes groups and drop it

to the Default attribute groups.

for the reference check the below image:



Use Of Table Attribute
Whenever the admin creates a new product by using the attribute set which contains

the table attribute, the admin can fill the product attribute table which describes the

details of the product.

For the reference, check the below image:



Note: The admin can also create the product table for different store views by

selecting Store views while creating the product.

Front View
The product description table will appear on the product page under charts as shown

in below image:



The customer can also select the different store to see the chart in different language

as per the below snapshot:



If the admin has added more than one table in the product, then the customer can see

the multiple tables under Charts only as per below image:



That’s all about the Product Table attribute for Magento 2 still have any issue feel

free to add a ticket and let us know your views to make the module better 

https://webkul.uvdesk.com/.

https://webkul.uvdesk.com/en/



